
Final Exam 
 
Answer five of the following ten short essay questions. Answers should be between one and two pages 
each, double spaced. The exam is due to my email inbox by midnight Sunday. Then have a great summer! 
 

1. What is spacetime?   What is a persisting object from the spacetime perspective?  Conceptions of 
spacetime can be distinguished by which questions make sense relative to the conception.  With 
this in mind, discuss how Newtonian spacetime, Galilean spacetime, and Minkowski spacetime 
differ from one another. 

 
2. Present Newton's argument that we can infer the existence of absolute space from the effects of 

circular motion. Make use of Newton's two thought experiments:  the rotating bucket and the two 
globes connected by a string. How might a relationalist (such as Mach) respond to Newton's 
argument, and the two thought experiments?   

 
3. Carefully present Leibniz’s “metaphysical” argument against absolute space.  (You will need to 

present and explain the principle of the Identity of Qualitatively Indiscernible Worlds.)  Present a 
reason why you might accept this principle and also a reason why you might reject it. 

 
4. Consider the geometry of the surface of an egg. Where is the curvature positive, negative, or flat? 

Is the curvature variable or constant? What are some of the geodesics on the surface of the egg? 
Could the two-dimensional inhabitants of the egg’s surface determine that their space is non-
Euclidean? Could they determine that their space was not spherical? Discuss. 

 
5. According to Reichenbach, whether or not two objects separated in space have the same length is 

not a matter of fact, but a matter of definition. Give his argument for this, making use of the 
notions of a universal force and a coordinative definition. 

 
6. State clearly the thesis of the relativity of simultaneity. Illustrate the relativity of simultaneity 

with an example accompanied by a spacetime diagram. Identify what assumptions are needed in 
order to conclude that simultaneity is relative. 

 
7. Hermann Minkowski famously said: “Henceforth space by itself, and time by itself, are doomed 

to fade away into mere shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent 
reality.”  Discuss and illustrate this quote.   You will need to introduce the notion of the spacetime 
interval and discuss its significance. 

 
8. Present Kant’s argument that only the substantivalist can successfully account for handedness, 

the difference between a right- and left-handed glove. Then evaluate the argument, considering at 
least one relationalist response. 

 
9. Present an argument that presentism conflicts with the theory of special relativity. Then evaluate 

the argument, considering at least one response that is available to the presentist. 
 

10. Present the “hole argument”. Then evaluate the argument, considering at least one response that is 
available to the substantivalist. 


